
 

The Reading Agency’s November booklist for Adults – Debuts 

 

November marks National Novel Writing Month or NaNoWriMo (as it’s more commonly know). We 

want to celebrate some of our favourite debut authors of 2022. From edge-of-your-seat thrillers to 

thought-provoking explorations of culture and belonging, there’s something for everyone! Dive in 

today and don’t forget to tell us what you thought of any of the books on the list by tagging us on 

social media using #booklist and tagging @readingagency! 

Other Names for Love by Taymour Soomro (Vintage), ISBN: 9781787303041 

On the train from Karachi, as dusk begins to fall, Fahad's dreams of his summer in London are fading. 

He is headed to Abad, the family's feudal estate, where his father intends to toughen up his sensitive 

boy, to teach him about power, duty, family – to make him a man. 

Instead, over the course of one shimmering, indolent season, Fahad finds himself seduced by the 

wildness of the land and by the people he meets: those who revere and revile his father; cousin 

Mousey, who lives alone with a man he calls his manager; and Ali, a teenager like him, whose 

presence threatens to unearth all that is hidden. 

 

Lightseekers by Femi Kayode (Bloomsbury), ISBN: 9781526617576 

When three young students are brutally murdered in a Nigerian university town, their killings – and 

their killers – are caught on social media. The world knows who murdered them; what no one knows 

is why. 

As the legal trial begins, investigative psychologist Philip Taiwo is contacted by the father of one of 

the boys, desperate for some answers to his son's murder. But Philip is an expert in crowd behaviour 



 
and violence, not a detective, and after travelling to the sleepy university town that bore witness to 

the killings, he soon feels dramatically out of his depth. 

Will he finally be able to uncover the truth of what happened to the Okiri Three? 

 

Metronome by Tom Watson (Bloomsbury), ISBN: 9781526639547 

Not all that is hidden is lost. For twelve years Aina and Whitney have been in exile on an island for a 

crime they committed together, tethered to a croft by pills they must take for survival every eight 

hours. They've kept busy – Aina with her garden, her jigsaw, her music; Whitney with his sculptures 

and maps – but something is not right. 

Shipwrecks have begun washing up, and their supply drops have stopped. And on the day they're 

meant to be collected for parole, the Warden does not come. Instead there's a sheep. But sheep 

can't swim... 

As days pass, Aina begins to suspect that their prison is part of a peninsula, and that Whitney has 

been keeping secrets. And if he's been keeping secrets, maybe she should too. Convinced they've 

been abandoned, she starts investigating ways she might escape. As she comes to grips with the 

decisions that haunt her past, she realises her biggest choice is yet to come. 

 

Seventeen by John Brownlow (Hodder), ISBN: 9781529382532 

Behind the events you know are the killers you don't. 

When diplomacy fails, we're the ones who gear up. Officially we don't exist, but every government in 

the world uses our services. We've been saving the world, and your ass, for 100 years. 

Sixteen people have done this job before me. I am 17. The most feared assassin in the world. But to 

be the best you must beat the best. My next target is 16, just as one day 18 will hunt me down. It's a 

dog-eat-dog world and it gets lonely at the top. Nobody gets to stay for long. 

But while we're here, all that matters is that we win. 

 

Peach Blossom Spring by Melissa Fu (Headline), ISBN: 9781472277534 

It is 1938 in China, and the Japanese are advancing. A young mother, Meilin, is forced to flee her 

burning city with her four-year-old son, Renshu, and embark on an epic journey across China. For 

comfort, they turn to their most treasured possession – a beautifully illustrated hand scroll. Its 

ancient fables offer solace and wisdom as they travel through their ravaged country, seeking refuge. 

Years later, Renshu has settled in America as Henry Dao. His daughter is desperate to understand 

her heritage, but he refuses to talk about his childhood. How can he keep his family safe in this new 

land when the weight of his history threatens to drag them down? 

 



 
Yinka, Where Is Your Huzband? by Lizzie Damilola Blackburn (Penguin), ISBN: 9780241504598 

Yinka wants to find love. The problem is she also has a mum who thinks she's better qualified to find 

it for her. 

She also has too many aunties who frequently pray for her delivery from singledom, a preference for 

chicken and chips over traditional Nigerian food, and a bum she's sure is far too small as a result. Oh, 

and the fact that she's a thirty-one-year-old South-Londoner who doesn't believe in sex before 

marriage is a bit of an obstacle too... 

When her cousin gets engaged, Yinka commences Operation Find A Date for Rachel's Wedding. Will 

Yinka find herself a huzband? And what if the thing she really needs is to find herself? 

 

WAKE by Shelley Burr (Hodder), ISBN: 9781529394696 

Everybody thinks they know Mina McCreery. Everyone has a theory on what happened to her sister. 

Now it's time to find out the truth... 

Mina McCreery's sister Evelyn disappeared nineteen years ago. Her life has been defined by the 

intense public interest in the case. Now an anxious and reclusive adult, she lives alone on her 

family's destocked sheep farm. 

When Lane, a private investigator, approaches her with an offer to reinvestigate the case, she rejects 

him. The attention has had nothing but negative consequences for her and her family, and never 

brought them closer to an answer. 

Lane wins her trust when his unconventional methods show promise, but he has his own 

motivations for wanting to solve the case, and his obsession with the answer will ultimately risk both 

their lives. 

 

The Hive by Scarlett Brade (Zaffre), ISBN: 9781838776770 

Should he live or die? You decide. 

Charlotte Goodwin looks directly at the camera and reveals a chilling truth to the thousands 

watching her Instagram Live broadcast. She has killed her ex-boyfriend's new partner in cold blood. 

But she is not finished yet. The viewers must now vote to decide whether he should live or die. The 

public display sends shockwaves rippling through the online community and the numbers of viewers 

skyrockets. But as Lincoln's past is revealed, how will he be judged? 

 

Lessons in Chemistry by Bonnie Garmus (Transworld), ISBN:  9780857528124 

Chemist Elizabeth Zott is not your average woman. In fact, Elizabeth Zott would be the first to point 

out that there is no such thing. 



 
But it's the early 1960s and her all-male team at Hastings Research Institute take a very unscientific 

view of equality. Except for one: Calvin Evans; the lonely, brilliant, Nobel-prize nominated grudge-

holder who falls in love with – of all things – her mind. True chemistry results. 

But like science, life is unpredictable. Which is why a few years later, Elizabeth Zott finds herself not 

only a single mother, but the reluctant star of America's most beloved cooking show Supper at Six. 

Elizabeth's unusual approach to cooking ('combine one tablespoon acetic acid with a pinch of 

sodium chloride') proves revolutionary. But as her following grows, not everyone is happy. Because 

as it turns out, Elizabeth Zott isn't just teaching women to cook. She's daring them to change the 

status quo. 

Meet the unconventional, uncompromising Elizabeth Zott. 

 

The Flames by Sophie Haydock (Transworld), ISBN: 9780857527622 

This is the story of four muses... women whose bodies were shown in intimate detail, depicted by 

the charming yet controversial artist Egon Schiele. But who were they? 

Adele: his passionate and fierce admirer. 

Gertrude: his spirited and possessive sister. 

Vally: his independent and proud model. 

Edith: Adele's quiet and conventional sister. Or was she? 

The Flames reimagines the intertwining lives of these women: four wild, blazing hearts, longing to be 

known. In an elegant bohemian city like 1900s Vienna, everything seems possible. But just as a flame 

has the power to mesmerize, it can also destroy everything in its path... 

 

The Pharmacist by Rachelle Atalla (Hodder), ISBN: 9781529342109 

In the end, very few people made it to the bunker. Now they wait there for the outside world to 

heal. Wolfe is one of the lucky ones. She's safe and employed as the bunker's pharmacist, doling out 

medicine under the watchful eye of their increasingly erratic and paranoid leader. 

But when the leader starts to ask things of Wolfe, favours she can hardly say no to, it seems her luck 

is running out. Forming an unlikely alliance with the young Doctor Stirling, her troubled assistant 

Levitt, and Canavan – a tattooed giant of a man who’s purpose in the bunker is a mystery – Wolfe 

must navigate the powder keg of life underground where one misstep will light the fuse. The walls 

that keep her safe also have her trapped. 

How much more is Wolfe willing to give to stay alive? 

 

The Mutual Friend by Carter Bays (Hodder), ISBN: 9781529392173 



 
New York, 2015. In a city of more than 8 million people, there are always new places to visit, new 

connections to be made, new experiences to be shared. 

But not for Alice Quick. Determined to finally take her MCAT exam and become a doctor, this has to 

be a summer of no distractions. So it's a shame that her chaotic roommate Roxy is persistently 

getting her into trouble, not the most convenient timing for her millionaire brother Bill to decide to 

embark upon a spiritual search for the meaning of life and plain inconvenient that Alice just can't 

seem to put down her phone. 

And then there's the biggest distraction of all, threatening to permanently derail all of her plans: 

love. 


